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ABSTRACT

There are analyzed the arrival directions of much

po_or showers registr_ted in the Tien Sha_ experiment during

an effective running time about l_8.I0_h, lt is shown that

there is a significant excess of these showers from the di-

rection of Crs_b Nebula.

.... ,In, tro.duc t,;io, n

Recently there are some papers about the search of

gamma-quante flux from Crab Nebula,based on the Extensive

air showers dat_.0nly the Lodz group /I/ found a signifi-

* cant excess ( 5.5_) from Crab and the estimated flux is

F(>IO 16 eV) = 2.10 -13 cm -'2s-I

but the energy spectrum F(>Eo_)__ _Eo_'_becomes very
flat-

o_=O,4.The Aken_ array /2/ didn't find a: shower excess from

" Crab and _ave only the upper limits flux _I0-14-I0--I5cm--2_ I

for E_I015-10 I6 eV corresponding.H_vera_l Park g_ve
_blso

• a negative result and put the upper limits of the Crab flux

I(>IO I5 eV) = 2,6.I0 -'I3 cm -2s-I and I(>IO I6 eV) = 1,2.IO I5

cm--2_s-I /3/.The search wa,s carried _ut by mea_s of to t_l

intensity distribution _nalysis of showers.The analysis of

much-electron number relation, carried out by AKEN0,has
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ABSTRACT 

There are analyzed the arrival directions of muon 

pOlor showers registrwted in the Tien Shan experiment during 

an effective running time about I,8.I04h.lt is shown that 

there is a, significant excess 0,1' these showers from the di

rection of Craib Nebula. 

10 Introduction 

Recently there are some papers about the search of 

gamma .... quant8.1 flux from Crab Nebula,based on the Extensive 

air sho,wers data..Only the Lo,dz group /1/ found a signifi

cant excess ( S.sE) from Crab and the estimated flux is 

F(>IOI6 eV) = 2.10-13 cm--2s-1 

( ) -,r£ 
but the energy spectrum F >Eor rvEo!, becomes very fla,t-

oC=0,4.The Akeno arra:y /2/ didn't find a shower excess from 
-.I 4 -I5 --2-I Crab and gave only the upper limits f'luxrvIO -10 cm s 

IS 16 for EOOIO -IO eV corresponding.Havera;h Park gave also 

a negative result and put the upper limits of' the Crab flux 

I(>10 I5 eV) = 2,6.IO-1:3 cm- 2 s-1 and 1(>1016 eV) = I,Z.IO'I5 

cm-2's-I /3/ .The search' wa,s carried Gut by means of total 

intensity distribution ana,lysis of' showers.The ana;~ysis of' 

muon-electron number relation, carried out by AKENO,has 
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shown that there is no significant muon number increase in

showers from Cr_b region. It seems that this result is alre-

ady regular if we ta_e into account that the primary gamma-

quanta: flux is I02-IO 3 times smaller than the isotropic

flux of the primary charged particles.The search of prima-

ry gamma_quant_ flux /4/. •carried out with help of muon and

hadron poor shower selection registra_ted in the Tien Shah

experiment has shown that the rela.tive contribution of the

gamma-initia+ted sho_wers is (nr/np, A) = (2,53 .+- 0,83),I0 -3

by E o >_ IO I5 eV and the absolute flux intensity is

If (3,4 -+ 1,2)._0 -_3 cm-2s -_ /,4/'.

The correspo, ndent criteria_ for muon and hadron poorness of

showers were (_/N_)._0.II and (Eh_Ee)_< 0,02'.

However_the geometry of the ionization calorimeter ma-

kes the statistica,l ensemble too sma_ll_because the r_al so-

lid angle becomes sm_ller. If we t_ke into account the muon

criterion only, we can apply _ much bigger sensitive area

for the sho_wer selection.This selection condition gives the

possibility to reduce the b_ckground noise _IO 2' times_

though there is no. possibility fo>r _ full elimin_tlon of

normal showers.

2.Experiment and method •

In this analysis we set experiment_l da_ta registrated

by Tien Shs_n array since February 1974 till October 1982,

for an effective running time I_75. I04h. 7_5.105 showers
W

with sizes Ne>I,3.105 and axis,localyzed in the central

part IX_YI <Tin _f the installation are selected.The _ccur_-

/ '•
cy of the shower parameters estimation are _5,/.

At = I rain.

The coordinates (_, _) are c_lculated for e_ch sho--

wer.A further declina@ion band o.f 15 ° width arround the

Cr_b was considered.The I5 ° right ascension were chosen so
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that the Crab position remains in the middle of the inter-

val.

Two_ distribution types are analyzed:I) all showers di-

stribution n_(_),and 2) muon poor shower distribution _(_].

Assuming a good isotropy of "all showers" distribution the-

re was analyzed the rel_tion _=in_(_)/'nt(_)l,This
method

gives a possibility to eliminate the influence @f expositi-.

on differences in the right ascension interval.The criteri-

on (N_F/N_)__. O, II fo,r muon poor showers /_/ w_s used in the
-u --

form ___T,where _ is the number o.f the rea_l registra_ted

muo.ns with E_ >5 GeV by the detector with sensitive ares_

abo,ut 45 m2'.

3,Results and discussions

Two groups of EAS with sizes Ne>_l,78.105 and with

Ne>_3,2!.IO 5 were selected.The "all sh@wers" distribution

shows no significant excess in the region of the Crab Nebu-

l_.However, the muon poor showers selection leads a signifi-

cant anisotropy from the Cr_b direction for the two these

intervals. _Crab_4_for Ne>_l,18.105 and _Cr_b = 4,2._ for

Ne>.3,2.10 5 /fig.l_ and Ib/.

The co.rrespo.ndent estimated

[61 [7.1 a energy thresholds are:

al _ Eoz= (_ + 8).1014 eV. The
0
-f lower limits were obtained

for pure electromagnetic

for norm_l showers from pri-

n marieswith -0.The obtai-
• _- 2 ned gamma-fluxes from the

0 --- Crsb Nebula: are:

.............. __............... _.L I_(>3,5.I0 I4 eV)=(2,a--.O,S)x-- -
4 6 It 16 aO o_ xlO -I_ cm-2s -I and

I¥(>5, 5.1014 eV) = (I,9+-0,7).i0-13 cm-2s-I
As it is shown in /4/, the muon poorness criterion only
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The co'rrespo·ndent estimated 

energy thresholds are: 

Eo ( = ( 2~,.5 -:0' 5). 1014 eV and 

Eoz= (4 + 8) .10
14 

eV. The 

lower limits were obtained 

:for pure electromagnetic 

cascades, the upper limits 

:fo:([' no'rmaJ; showers f'rom pri

maries with A=10.The obtai

ned gamma-fluxes :from the 

Craib Nebula are: 

L_ ... -i _____ .'-- _ .l ____ -L ___ ---L-____ ---L I r ( >3,5.10
14 

eV)= (2', 8:!:0, 8)x 
4 8 12 16 20 dCh] xIO-I3 cm -2s -I and 

As 
I y (>5,5. I 0 14 eV) = (I,9't0,7).IO-,I3 cm-2s-1 

it is shown in /41, the muon poorness criterion only 
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gives a possibility to, estimate the upper limit _f the gam-

ma-flux intensity from the source.

If we extrapolate the gamma-flux energy spectrum from

the Crab obt&ined in low energy experiments /6/ /fig.2/

_(>Er)[c_'] (bl_ck points :small-results

_06 from optical Cerenkov Light

".. experiments /7/; big-our re-
%

\\
,_ \ sults;A-/2/_ HP-/3/; L-/I/;

\ F-/7/; D-.18/ ),it is seen\
\

that the obtained absolute
%

• intensity of gamma-flux\

• •• %\ from the Crab Nebula in the
| • \

x _ L energy region IOI4-IO I5 eV

f6_ \ :_ the results of direct mea-

J ._,_, surements.

foe ' fO '° ' /Ofz ' /0" ,0 f6 Er[eVI
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